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Electrical Equipment - Course 230.2

ELECTRICAL METERING: PART 1

VOLTAGE AND CURRENT TRANSFORMERS

1. OBJECTIVE

The student must be able to:

1.1 State the purpose of electrical metering.

1.2 State the purpose of each of the following equipment:

(a) Voltage Transformers (VT 1 s),
(b) Current Transformers (eT'a),
(0) VT Primary and Secondary Fuses,
(d) CT Secondary Links.

1.3 Describe the normal operation of the items stated in
section 1.2 above.

1.4 State the:

(a) Four safety precautions associated with VT's.
(b) The two safety precautions associated wi th CT IS.

1.5 Explain the significance of VT and CT polarity mark
ings.

2. INTRODUCTION

Electrical metering is provided to inform the q>er
atar the magnitudes of voltage, current and power flows
(active and reactive) in electrical circuits.

Simple electrical systems, which operate at low volt
age (120 V and below) and low current (20 A and below),
have their voltage, current and power meters directly con
nected to the main electrical conductors.

At higher voltages and currents, it would be danger
ous (from the high voltage point" of view) and uneconomic
(from the high current and large conductor point of view),
for the meters to be directly connected to the .con
ductors. This lesson explains how voltages and currents
are proportionally reduced before being applied to the
vol tage, current and power meters. The lesson also
explains the safety precautions that must be adopted with
electrical metering circuits.

Transformer polarities are also explained.
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3 • VOLTAGE AND CURRENT TRANSFORMERS

3.1 Voltage Transformers

A voltage transformer (VT), sometimes called a
potential transformer (PT), is provided to propor
tionally reduce the supply voltage to a safe value,
typically 120 V or 120 VI '13. At the same time, the
voltage transformer, due to it having separate
windings, electrically isolates the primary winding
(high voltage) from the secondary winding or
windings (low voltage).

As far as construction is concerned, a wound
voltage transforII!-er, (as distinct fran other types
covered in the next lesson) resembles a small power
transformer. The two windings are wound around a
common core.

Voltage transformers are usually
between line and ground. Occasionally,
voltage circuits,- for example 600 V,
connected line-to-line.

connected
with low
VT's are

Figure 1 shows a 3 phase high voltage circuit
operating at 24 kV with voltage of 24 kV/13 to
ground.

24kV, 3 PHASE

R

w

•
HV FUSE

TO WHITE
PHASE 'lT

TO BLUE
PHASE VT

2.,...v'3

VOLTAGE___
TRANSFORMER

LV FUSE

GROUND

'2~

Figure 1: Voltage Transformer Supplying a Voltmeter.
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Voltage transformers obey the basic trans
former equation, ie,

=

Taking the example of the VT' 5 for the
Pickerin..9: generators, the primary voltage is
24 kV/ {, and the secondary voltage is 120 v/l3.
The turns ratio, Nl/N2 is:

V1 N1 24 000/13
= =

V2 N2 120/13

The ratio of each transformer is quoted as
24 000/13 V./120/13 V and. not 2 000 v.1 V, because
24 000/13 V and 120/13 V are the rated voltages.
When each VT ."is operating at its rated voltage of
24/,IT kV it will give its rated output of
120/.'3 v. An output of 120 V is obtained by con
necting the secondaries in star.

Because the voltage output from a VT is pro
portional . to the input voltage, a voltmeter scaled
to read 0-24 kV (but supplied with 0-120 V), will
at all times, give an accurate reading of the pri
mary vol tage •

3.1.1 Precautions with VT's. There are four pre-
cautions to be observed with VT IS. These
are:

(a) A VT is provided with a primary fuse to
protect the circuit in the event of a
short circuit occurring within the VT.

(b) VT1s are provided with secondary
fuses. In the event of a secondary
circuit short-circuit, these fuses
protect the VT.
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(c) VT I S are pray ided wi th a ground connection
which is connected between the secondary
wiring and ground. It is important that,
before a VT is energized, this ground con
nection is complete. If the ground connec
tion is left open, there is the danger that
a high voltage, due to static or induction,
can occur on the secondary wiring.

(d) When isolating circuits, it is common prac
tice to remove the VT secondary fuses.
This ensures, that due to testing or an
accidental backfeed, the VT cannot be back
energized and proouce a dangerous voltage
on the HV side. The fuses are replaced
before the circuit is restored to service.·

3.2 Current Transformers

A current transformer (CT) is provided to propor
tionally red uce the current in the supply cond uctors to
a convenient value for metering purposes. At the same
time, the current transformer, due to it having two
separate windings, electrically isolates the HV primary
fram the secondary.

Figure 2 shows the construction of a CT. The pri
mary cond uctor, carrying the load curren t, is passed
through the centre of a laminated iron core. The
sec_ondary winding is wound around the iron core. For
simpl ici ty, only 4 secondary turns are shown; in
practice there are many more turns.

SICONDAIIV
CDNDUCT""'OA"'.L-...........

LOAD

-;;;;;;ll,:CUAAENT
• 11 ...

TO SECONDARY
CIRCUIT

Figure 2: Current Transformer: Construction.

Current transformers obey the basic transforner
equation:

II = primary current
12 = secondary current
Nl = primary turns
N2 = second ary turns
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Taking the example of the CT' s for the Pickering
generators, the primary current is 16 000 A and the
secondary current is 5 A. The CT primary has 1
turn, ie, 1 turn passes through the centre of the
CT, see Figure 2. The secondary winding has N2
turns and from the above formula,

12 5

= 3200 turns

The CT ratio is quoted at 16 000 A/5 A, and not
3 200 A/I A. This is because the 16 000 A and the
5 A denote the full load current ratings of the
primary and secondary windings. Ontario Hydro, as
a standard, uses CT's with a secondary rating of
5 A. 1 A secondary CTls are used in special
instances.

Figure 3 shows a three phase high voltage cir
cuit operating at 24 kV and carrying 16 000 A. The
current transformers have a ratio of 16 000 A/5 A.

Because· the current output from a CT is pro
portional to the current input, an ammeter scaled
to read 0-16 000 A (but supplied with 0-5 A) will,
at all times, give an accurate reading of primary
current.

CURRENT TRANS~ERS

_
."6,oooA

LOAD

£-~---+--+--~-~-

:-~--....
3 PHASE ~ '- +-_0+__
CIRCUIT

5A AMMETER
SCALED
0-16,OOOA

GROUND TEST LINKS

Figure 3: Current Transformer Supplying an Ammeter.
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3.2.1 Precautions with CT' s.
cautions to observe with

There
CT'S.

are two pre
These are:

(a) In Figure 4, current is flowing in the
primary winding producing ampere-turns
(mmf) which produces the primary flux
<tip in the iron core. The secondary
clrcuit has been open circuited and
because no secondary current is flow
ing, no mmf and no secondary opposing
flux ~s is produced. Consequently, the
core has a large flux ~p. This flux iII p
cuts the secondary winding and induces
a large voltage in this winding. The
induced voltage, typically several
thousand volts, appears across the CT
secondary terminals and across the
point where the CT secondary circuit is
broken.

It follows that when a CT primary is
carrying. current, its secondary must
never be open circuited. Failure to
observe this. precaution may result in
ELECTROCUTION.

NO SECONDARY FLUX Is

L.ARGE INDUCED
,--t_--'VOl.""TAGE fe'

PRIMARY
CONDUCTOR

LOAD

Wl
FlCURRENTIo_

SECONDARY
CONDUC~T~01!A!!!S!....-".....",,,,~

TEST LINK

A

!LARGE INDUCED
VOLTAGE OCCURS A1
BREAK IN CIRCUIT

Figure 4: CT on Open Circuit.
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In Figure 5, the CT is supplying an
ammeter. Current is flowing in the
primary prod ucing ampere turns (mmf)
which produces the primary flux ~ p in
the core. Current is also flowing in
the secondary winding producing an nunf
which prod uces a secondary £1 ux 41 s in
the core. Due to Lenz's law, these
fluxes oppose each other giving a very
small value of resultant 'flux and hence
a very small voltage across the CT
secondary terminals. The value of
vol tage ind llced in the secondary wind
ing (typically less than 2 vol ts) is
just sufficient to circulate the secon
dary current Is.

Test links are provided in CT secondary
circuits. A test instrument must be
connected across a test link before it
is opened. This will ens ure the CT
secondary current flows through the
series connected test instrument. The
link must be closed before the test
instrument is removed.

•
r
-f- SMALL VOLTAGE

AT TERMINALS

LOAD

I~:;::;;~CURRENT~ I' ....

•

SECONDARY FLUX t.

~~~~~~ATED IRON CORE
PRIMARY
FLUX tp

PRIMARY
CONDUCTOR

SECONDARY
CONDUC"T"O"R",S,-,,,,,_.

Figure 5: CT Operating Normally.
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(b) CT's, like VTt s are provided with a
ground connection which is inserted
between the secondary wiring and
ground. It is important that before
primary current is passed through the
CT, its ground connection is complete.
If the ground connection is left q'?en,
there is the danger that a high vol t
age, due to static or ind uction, can
occur on the secondary wiring.

4. VT AND CT POLARITIES

When a VT is used to supply a vol tmeter or a CT is
used to supply an anuneter, there is no need to consider
the polarity of the VT or CT. However when voltages and
currents are compared (as in a wattmeter, see the next
lesson) or currents are compared (see 235 course), it is
vital that VT and CT polarities are taken into consider
ation. This section explains VT and CT voltage polar
ities, current flows and terminal markings.

The instantaneous polarity of the voltage and the
instantaneous flow of current in a transformer secondary
winding is dependent upon:

(a) the direction of the windings,

( b) the
and

ins tan taneous
current.

polarity
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Before examining transformer polarities, it L~

helpful to consider the de analogy. Figure 6 shows a
battery being charged and at the same time carrying a
load. Current flows from the charger into the positive
• terminal of the battery. Current also flows out of
the positive. terminal of the battery into the load.
Note, as far as the battery is concerned, the charger is
the sOurce and the battery is the load. As far as
the load is concerned, the battery is the source.

CHARGER

E~

nl
a
ry

III'I I'

nl
Of
ry

Curre
Inl

Batie

Curre
OuI
Batie

LOAD

Figure 6: Polarities and Current Flows Associated with a
Charger, Battery and Load.
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Figure 7 shows the ae condition. The transformer
is supplied with ac, which in turn, feeds the load. At
the instant the supply left hand terminal is positive, a
current flows from the supply positive terminal to the
positive terminal on the primary of the transformer. At
the same instant, one of the transformer secondary
terminals will be positive. Current will flow from this
positive terminal to the load. It would be possible to
mark this secondary transformer terminal (+) but as the
system is alternating, it is usual to mark both the
positive terminals with a dot.. The dots indicates the
instant the primary terminal with a dot • is positive
and the instant the secondary terminal with a dot • , is
also positive.

AC SUPPLY

+

Current
Into

Transformer

dots

PRIMARY

SECONDARY
Current
Out Of

Transformer

+
LOAD

Figure 7: polarities and Current Flows Associated with an ac
Supply, Transformer and Load.
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Figure 8 (a) shows a VT feeding a load and Figure
8(b) shows a CT feeding a load. The instantaneous
voltage polarities and instantaneous directions of
current flow are shown together with the dot. markings.

+
•

_ VT

• +

Primary
Conductor

Direction Of
+. Current Flow

-""'jI\A.....--;;.;.-I~--~ to
• load

CT
+

Figure 8(a): VT Supplying
a Load.

Figure 8 (b):
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ASSIGNMENT

1. State the purpose of electrical metering. (Section 2)

2. State the purposes of each of the following parts of
metering equipment.

(a) Voltage Transformers (VT's). (Section 3.1)
(b). Current Transformers (CT's). (Section 3.2)
(0) VT Primary and Secondary Fuses. (Section 3.1.1)
(d) CT Secondary Links. (Section 3.2.1)

3. Describe the normal operation of:

(a) VT's. (Section 3.1)
(b) CT's. (Section 3.2)
(0) VT primary and secondary fusing. (Section 3.1)
(d) CT secondary links. (Section 3.2)

4. (a) State the four safety precautions associated with
VT's. (Section 3.1.1)

(b) State the_ two safety precautions associated with
eT'a. (Section 3.2.1)

5. Draw and label a VT feeding a load and a cr feeding a
load. Show instantaneous voltage polarities, instan
taneous directions of current flow and the VT and CT
terminal markings. (Section 4)

J.R.C. Cowling
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